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Background:

In every profession, there are jobs that go unnoticed-jobs performed by unsung heroes who stand backstage while the stars receive the applause. The military is no different. One mundane military occupation during World War II and up to the early 1960s was that of EAM Operator; a person who operated Electrical Accounting Machines. EAMs, called Punched Card Systems by civilians, began keeping track of everyone and everything in the United States military establishment at the start of World War II. From Personnel Accounting to Supply Accounting, the IBM punch card machines debited and credited long before computers became commonplace.

How does the military keep track of hundreds of thousands of soldiers and millions of tons of supplies and equipment? It seems simple today with the massive computing power available. Yet today's inexpensive desktop computer has millions of times the computing power of the first computer used by the Army. Called ENIAC (Electronic Numeric Integrator And Calculator) it was used for artillery trajectory calculations and contained over 18,000 vacuum tubes.

Further back through the dim vail of history, in the BC era (Before Computers), there were EAMs; electro-mechanical devices as similar to modern computer systems as the Ford Flying Flivver is similar to a modern jet fighter. At the time they were a miracle of statistical accounting methodology.

Herman Hollerith, a young Census Bureau statistician, designed the first electro-mechanical punch card system. The 1880 census wasn't completed until 1887, causing concern that the 1890 census wouldn't be completed until after 1900. Hollerith borrowed J. M. Jacquard's 1804 pasteboard method for automatic weaving, designing a 3" x 5" card and building a Card Punch, Sorting Box, and Counter Device. Cards passed over a mercury-filled vat and pins dropped to touch the card. Pins passing through card holes touched the mercury, made electrical contact, and incremented counters. Seemingly clumsy, primitive, and slow, at the time it was high tech. Hollerith's system completed the 1890 census in three years.1

Hollerith left the Census Bureau in 1903, started his own company, and in 1911 merged with International Time Recording Company and Dayton Scale Company to create the Computing-Tabulating-Recording Company. In 1924, the name was changed to International Business Machines. Thomas Watson, Sr. became president and made IBM a household name.

General George C. Marshall knew the effectiveness of the United States Army in World War II would rely on its ability to increase personnel to staggering numbers; that current old-fashioned clerical methods must be replaced by an efficient, flexible, and fast system. He ordered the creation of numerous types of electronic accounting units. Many types of record units were created to handle everything from manpower to payroll to supplies. The focus here will be the Army's Personnel Accounting System. The Army's field unit was Machine Record Units, Mobile. The MRU's duties...
were to handle, "... all of the processes and procedures necessary in the administration and operation of Personnel Management and Personnel Record Keeping."

Col. Norman A. Donges reported that, "As early as 1939, the Adjutant General named a team of administrative experts to work in coordination with specialists from the business world in setting up a system capable of keeping track of each individual in the Army. New accounting procedures were developed, making use of the most modern electrical devices utilizing the punch card system. During World War II, mobile units landed on the beaches of Normandy, Sicily, Italy, and the islands of the Pacific even before docking facilities had been established."2

According to Jay Frank the purpose of the mobile MRUs were, "To facilitate statistical control of armies in the theaters of operations, mobile machine records units, each complete and self-contained, are assigned to service troops in the field. These units consist of two huge truck-trailers carrying complete machine records equipment mounted on rubber shock absorbers and sprung carriages, so constructed that operation is accomplished within the body of the trailer, and one trailer equipped for administrative operation. There are two two-and-one-half-ton, six-wheel drive trucks; two generators with a total of eighty horsepower; and one command car."3

Mobile units required approximately two hours to move out of a position or set up in a new position. Personnel consisted of twenty-nine enlisted men, one warrant officer, and two officers for an army corps unit. Men were transported in trucks and they carried full field equipment, including rifles and carbines. Army corps units were usually located in the rear echelon of the headquarters to enable the commander to know, within a minimum of time, the exact status of the forces at his disposal to give
answers to questions vital to strategy, furnishing information accurately and with the swiftness of electricity.

The Card:

Everything began with the IBM card. It was a marvel of manufacture and quality control. Made of heavy, stiff, stock paper, it measured 3-1/4" high by 7-3/8" wide with 80 columns numbered left to right and 12 rows from top to bottom. Numbers were punched in a column as 0 through 9. Alphabetic characters were punched in code; a 12 punch and a 1 punch produced the letter A, 12 and 2 = B, 12 and 3 = C, etc.

The Processing Sequence:

The **Keypunch** transferred information from source documents to cards. In Personnel Accounting the Morning Report was the document of origin. Machine speed depended on the operator's ability. The **Verifier** accepted punched cards for re-keying. Typing errors caused the machine to nick the incorrect column at the top of the card. Error cards were re-punched.

The **Sorter (082) (Left)** sequenced cards at the rate of 150 per minute. The **Sorter (083) (Middle)** sequenced cards at 650 cards a minute. A sorting brush was moved to any of 80 columns to sort a single column. As each card moved into the sorter, it slid
over a brass roller. If a punch was encountered, the brush made electrical contact with the roller, and the chute blade routed the card into the correct pocket. The Collator (Right) sequence-checked, merged, matched, and selected cards at 240 cards per minute. The collator was the most cursed EAM machine. Card jams were a mechanical nightmare requiring partial disassembly to extract mutilated cards. Read brushes were often ruined.4

The Tabulating Machine (Left), capable of adding, subtracting, crossfooting, and summarizing totals and printing tabulated reports, was the largest and most complex machine. Its 2' by 2' Control Panel had almost 5,000 wireable plug holes. It printed minor, intermediate, and major totals. The "Tab" Machine could be connected to the Reproducing Gangpunch machine to punch summary cards. Summarizing reduced card counts. The Summary Punch (Right) was a combination of the "Tab" Machine and a Reproducer which would accumulate totals for data groups and punch a "summary" card containing the information. This allowed operators to sort fewer cards during the next processing cycle since the "details" were no longer required.
The Reproducer (left) did reproducing, gangpunching, mark sensing, and summary punching. Reproducing duplicated cards, Gangpunching copied detail cards from a single master card, Summary Punching accumulated "Tab" machine totals, and Mark Sensing read No. 2 pencil marks, optimally from an IBM No. 2 pencil. Interpreters (middle) printed 60 characters of data on two separate lines at the top of the card at 60 cards per minute. Printing all 80 columns of a card required two passes through the machine. Prior to the Reproducer and Interpreter, there was a machine called a Dup/Print/Punch (right) which was a combination of a keypunch, interpreter, and Reproducer.
Card Types:

MRUs maintained multiple Status Cards (WD AGO Form 301), for individuals with name, service number, grade, unit, date of enlistment, period of oversea service, and similar data. Organizational Master Cards were maintained for each unit or installation. Daily Morning Reports, the backbone of the Army's Personnel Accounting program, were the source for Status Cards. Examples of cards compiled by Mobile MRUs were Morning Report Locator Cards (WD AGO Form 302), Organizational Master Cards (WD AGO Form 308-1), Officers' Qualification Cards (WD AGO Form 367), Enlistment Cards (WD AGO Form 372), Enlisted Separation Cards (WD AGO Forms 0363-1, 363-2, and 363-3). Other cards served other purposes. Accident Cards compiled data about Motor Pool drivers to generate statistics concerning soldiers' driving habits. Language Cards kept track of personnel fluent in foreign languages.

"MRUs also handled all of the casualty reporting during World War II. By preparing casualty punch cards, and transmitting them by air courier to The Adjutant General, MRUs made possible the notification of next of kin with unprecedented speed. These same casualty punch cards were used in compiling overall battle casualty reports, and in preparing a comprehensive round-up of World War II Honor Dead and Missing by state and county of residence."
Special reports were generated quickly and efficiently. The June 1946 integration of officers into the Regular Army was typical. A 10,000 name nomination list had to be submitted to the Senate by the President before Congress recessed in June 1946. The list was delivered for the President's signature within a 36-hour deadline.

**Just Another Number:**

To a punch card machine people were nothing more than electrically generated impulses—sets of numbers and characters. There were no exemptions. General George S. Patton, Jr. was nothing more than the letters **PATTON** (coded 11-7, 12-1, 0-3, 0-3, 11-6, 11-5) or his service number O-002605. The Library of Congress' Patton Papers Collection contains punch cards from the General's 201 File constructing a paper trail of Patton's World War II assignments, promotions, and activity. Patton's final
Officer's Separation Card (WD AGO Form 0387-1) tells a story to anyone fluent in card code: It is the last IBM card ever processed for General Patton.

**Column-----Code--------Meaning**

61-62---------21--------21st day of the month

63-------------K--------December

64-65---------45--------Year, 1945

66-67---------11--------Duty to death

**Before Desktop Publishing:**

EAMs provided a primitive word processing system. Operating Manuals and Wiring Procedures were keypunched into cards decks from which one original and up to six carbons could be printed. Creative operators discovered that patterns of holes in card decks could print Santa Claus and his reindeer, Christmas candles, wreaths, and other simple items. Some "artists" created pin-up girl silhouettes emphasizing their pronounced attributes. In the 1960s card decks of Playboy centerfold models were popular. At least one resourceful operator hit on a unique "publishing" method to enhance his meager pay. French "Green Books" were punched into card decks, printed, and sold for profit. Green Books were sexually explicit paperbacks with green covers. They were mostly found in Paris bookstores. Such is the nature of capitalism and youth.
And Some Fun:

MRU staffs often tried to break the monotony of their daily routines. When high-ranking officers made inspections, inventive operators assembled "trick" card decks. Syncopated sorting was done by dumping cards into pockets in unison, sorting forward and backward in sweeping rhythms, and dumping alternately into odd and even pockets in cadence. Tabulators could be made to play "music" by printing sets of characters that approximated musical "notes." It was no match for the U. S. Rifle Drill Teams, but it was interesting, fun, and it inspired creativity.

Transition:

In the mid-1960s the Adjutant General's office began phasing out punch card systems. At USAREUR (United States Army, Europe) headquarters in Heidelberg, Germany RCA 301 and 501 computers replaced card systems. EAM Operators became Computer Programmers, learning how to write in a new computer language called COBOL (COmmon Business-Oriented Language).

Grace M. Hopper, a naval lieutenant in the 1940s, was a chief architect of COBOL in the late 1950s. Admiral Hopper (deceased) is a legend in the computer science field. She is remembered for coining the term "Bug." When ENIAC-the giant electronic brain-suffered a system crash, an operator extracted an electrocuted moth between two vacuum tubes. Grace taped the dead insect into the daily log with the note, "There was a bug in the system."

Nothing New Under The Sun:
General Patton's 1926 essay "Success In War" states, "There is nothing new under the sun. The infantryman and the hoplite are for all purposes the same, with exception to the weapons used by them." The same holds true for virtually any profession, including data processing. Computers are thought to be vastly different from punch card systems, and they are-technologically. The procedures and processes used by modern computers are much the same as those in the old punch card systems:

1) Where keypunchers punched data into cards, bar codes and point-of-sale machines now enter data directly into computer files.

2) Where sorters sequenced cards, sort programs now do it electronically.

3) Where collators merged, matched, and selected cards, programs now do it with electricity.

4) Where tabulators accumulated and printed information from cards, programs now send electronic information to laser printers and graphical color output.

5) There is nothing new in the methods, procedures, and processes of personnel and material accounting-only the technology used to perform the task.
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Punched card technology had quickly developed into a powerful tool for business data-processing. Many organizations were loath to alter systems that were working, so production unit record installations remained in operation long after computers offered faster and more cost-effective solutions. Specialized uses of punched cards, including toll collection, microform aperture cards, and punched card voting, kept unit record equipment in use into the twenty-first century. Instead of the rectangular punches in the classic IBM card, the new cards had tiny (1 mm), circular holes much like paper tape. By July 1974 more than 25,000 System/3s had been installed. I stayed in the Army for 20 years. Then worked as a Systems Programmer on the IBM 360/370 and others until I retired for good in 1996. I was fortunate to learn computer programming in the Army. * Written before 2011, when I was laid off. Within a couple more years Bob too after just about 50 years. Many of the early 1401s (which replaced punched card accounting systems) consisted simply of the 1401 processing unit, a 1402 card reader/punch and a 1403 printer. They had no tape or disk units, and in fact these units did not figure in the first announcement. Autocoder required a tape or disk unit to process your symbolic program to produce the object code.